IT IS POSSIBLE
Coe Drilling Pty Ltd is a well-established, competent and professional partner in Horizontal Directional Drilling (HDD).

We engineer and construct trenchless pipe laying solutions. Offering in-house design and delivery services, our success has been proven on more than 300 complex projects in Australia and overseas.

Coe Drilling provide innovative, experienced and professional personnel who navigate each project’s unique challenges and conditions.

Coe Drilling repeatedly demonstrates value for money to our clients by focusing on their key requirements, design parameters and project objectives right from tender stage; this allows for a robust proposal and surety around the execution of the project for the tendered price. This ‘can do’ approach is delivered directly by our experienced team to meet your projects objectives and secure first-rate outcomes.

Through our continued engagement with the industry and suppliers we commit to continued innovation and development of our HDD capabilities and resources. Because innovation is best pursued upfront, we encourage our clients to engage early to enable us to jointly optimise outcomes through collaborative engineering. Together we can develop whole-of-life solutions and ensure certainty of delivery to minimise the risks of project execution and potential legacy issues.
Coe Drilling has earned a reputation for technical expertise and have consistently delivered bespoke solutions to high-profile industries. This approach reduces environmental and social impacts, minimises delivery risks and decreases your direct and in-direct costs.

Coe Drilling’s commitment to innovation is award winning. Coe Drilling was recently presented the prestigious ‘New Technology’ and ‘Project of the Year’ awards by the Australian Society for Trenchless Technology for the Curtis Island Water and Sewerage Project.

Coe Drilling was the first in Australia to use the innovative HDD intersect technology, allowing three 2,125m continuously drilled crossings, utilising Gyroscopic Steering tools through hard rock. We have also completed the deepest recorded HDPE crossing in Australia.
PIONEERING, PROVEN, PROFESSIONAL

Coe Drilling has provided professional drilling services to the energy, mining, gas and civil construction sectors since 1990.

Since 2011, Coe Drilling has been part of the Quanta Services Group (NYSE:PWR), a leading provider of specialised contracting services. Quanta Services provides international strength in the delivery of infrastructure solutions for the mining, oil and gas, electricity, water, wastewater and telecommunications industries.

We have an internationally experienced team of management and certified field based supervisors, OH&S officers, drillers and delivery support personnel. Coe Drilling has delivered some of the most complex and cost-effective drilling projects in Australia and overseas. We always approach projects with safety built into our work methods and culture. We pride ourselves on delivering innovation through upfront engineering. As pioneers in trenchless technologies, Coe Drilling delivered the first HDD intersect in Australia.

Our fleet of HDD rigs and support equipment can meet our clients’ diverse needs. Working on some of Australia’s largest projects, Coe Drilling has successfully delivered more than 300 crossings throughout Australia and South East Asia. Our diverse portfolio of clients includes BHP Billiton, Petronas, Caltex Refineries, Unitywater, Leightons Contractors and Roc Oil.

Offering professionalism in the most demanding environments, Coe Drilling has a proven reputation for delivering superior results through safe, progressive and cost-effective project solutions.
TRENCHLESS TECHNOLOGY

Trenchless technology provides greater certainty of delivery and reduces program risk. With careful planning and analysis, the process also reduces the impact on the environment.

COE KNOWS THE DRILL

With experienced and certified crews, the Coe Drilling team is focused on safety, harm minimisation and pioneering construction solutions.

We focus on building strong relationships with our clients, providing a safe workplace, achieving to the highest standards and continually striving for excellence.

The Coe Drilling team has a reputation for drilling excellence that will consistently exceed your expectations and provide a safe productive service.

Our team can adapt to any challenge.

THE RIGHT RIG, THE RIGHT RESULT

Coe Drilling has a fleet of HDD rigs and a full complement of support equipment. Sophisticated drilling software and instruments, advanced survey systems and steering technologies ensure safe and accurate installations in all geotechnical conditions.

We are committed to staying at the forefront of the industry. Coe Drilling continually seeks and adapts to the latest technologies to deliver innovative trenchless technology solutions.

Coe Drilling rigs get results. We set international benchmarks in project delivery and logistics and look forward to being part of your next project.

‘OFFERING PROFESSIONALISM IN THE MOST DEMANDING ENVIRONMENTS, COE DRILLING HAS A PROVEN REPUTATION FOR DELIVERING SUPERIOR RESULTS THROUGH SAFE, PROGRESSIVE AND COST-EFFECTIVE PROJECT SOLUTIONS.’